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Abstract

The paper addresses verbal agreement in German Sign Language
from a constraint-based perspective. Based on Meir’s Agreement Mor-
phology Principles it presents an HPSG analysis of plain, regular and
backwards agreement verbs that models the interaction between phono-
logical (manual) features and syntactico-semantic relationships within
a verbal sign by well-defined lexical restrictions. We argue that a sign-
based declarative analysis can provide an elegant approach to agree-
ment in sign language since it allows to exploit cross-modular con-
straints within grammar, and hence permits a direct manipulation of
all relevant phonological features of a verb depending on its syntactic
and semantic properties.

1 Introduction
Agreement between a verb and two of its arguments is one of the best
studied areas in sign language linguistics (Lillo-Martin & Meier 2011). The
range of analyses varies from gesturally oriented approaches via semantic, i.e.
thematic, accounts up to purely syntactic implementations.1 In the present
paper, we argue for a constraint-based modeling of sign language agreement
because it allows for a combination of the insights of both semantic and
syntactic approaches. As we will show below, a constraint-based account has
the noteworthy advantage that (manual) phonological features of verbs that
inflect for agreement, such as beginning and end point of path movement as
well as hand orientation, can be manipulated in a direct way.

Figure 1: Signing space

Agreement in sign languages is locus agreement, which means that it is
expressed in the signing space by a manipulation of phonological features.
The relevant phonological features of the verb agree with or depend on the

†We thank the reviewers and the audience of the HPSG 2018 conference in Tokyo for
discussion and valuable comments.

1For a deeper discussion of these analyses, see Salzmann et al. 2018.
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referential locations (R-loci) the discourse referents of the subject and object
are linked to in the signing space (Steinbach & Onea 2016). These R-loci
are either actual locations of present referents (i.e. deictic locations) or
locations that are assigned for non-present referents on the horizontal plane
of the signing space (i.e. anaphoric locations, cf. figure 1). Non-present
discourse referents can be localized in various ways. One major strategy is
the use of determiner-like signs such indexX and possX. The first referent is
typically assigned to the ipsilateral area of the signing space and the second
one to the contralateral area (cf. figure 2).

Figure 2: Localization of referents

To give an example: In the first sentence of (1) below, the first person
possessive pronoun poss1 points towards the signer’s chest. By contrast,
index3a localizes mother at location 3a, which is the ipsilateral area of the
signing space, i.e. the right side for right-handed signers (cf. figure 2). This
R-locus is then used to pronominalize new teacher in the second sentence.

(1) m-a-r-i-a index3a teacher new index3b like. index3b smart.
‘Maria likes the new teacher. S/he is smart.’

The two R-loci introduced in the first sentence can also be used to express
agreement on the verb give by moving from the R-locus associated with the
subject to the R-locus associated with the object. This is illustrated by (2)
below. Hence, sign languages, just like spoken languages, use similar means
for pronominalization and agreement. However, unlike spoken languages,
sign languages do not use sequential agreement affixes but express referential
indices of the subject and object simultaneously on the verb. (cf. Aronoff
et al. 2005).

(2) yesterday index3a book 3agive3b
‘Yesterday she gave him a book.’

We address verbal agreement in German Sign Language (DGS) from a
constraint-based perspective in this paper. In particular we aim at modeling
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well-known restrictions on agreement in sign languages in such a way that the
interaction between phonological (manual) features and syntactico-semantic
relationships can be adequately described. We show that a constraint-based
approach offers an elegant analysis of sign language agreement since it per-
mits a direct manipulation of the relevant phonological features of the verb
sign.

This article is organized as follows: In the following section, we describe
the general properties of agreement in sign languages and introduce the
three most important verb classes, i.e. regular agreement verbs, backwards
agreement verbs and plain verbs. Section 3 introduces so-called agreement
auxiliaries that are used to mark agreement manually in the case pf plain
verbs which are not able to express agreement. In section 4 we present
and discuss a constraint-based analysis of sign language agreement couched
in standard HSPG theory, that is, our analysis does not depend on any
modality-specific assumptions or modifications of HPSG.

2 Agreement in sign languages
The huge amount of studies on agreement in many different sign languages
has shown that agreement in the visual-gestural modality differs in several
respects from agreement in the auditory-oral modality (Lillo-Martin & Meier
2011; Mathur & Rathmann 2012; Salzmann et al. 2018).

First of all, it is well documented that not all verbs in a sign language are
able to realize verbal agreement overtly. In addition to so-called agreement
verbs such as give in example (2) above, sign languages also have so-called
plain verbs such as like in the first sentence of example (1) above, which
cannot be inflected for agreement. A third class of verbs are so-called spatial
verbs, whose beginning and endpoints are not determined by arguments of
the verb (or grammatical functions) but by topographic referents. Like
agreement verbs, spatial verbs can be spatially modified but the controller
of the agreement is not a locus with a referential interpretation but a locus
with a topographic interpretation (e.g. the village on the left, the house
on the right, . . .). Examples of typical DGS verbs for each of these three
verb classes are listed in (3). In the following, we ignore spatial verbs since
the topographic relations expressed are not agreement relations in the strict
sense but decriptions of the location or movement of an entity in the real
world.

(3) a. Agreement verbs: give, help, teach, ask, visit, show, …
b. Plain verbs: like, know, wait, think, buy, …
c. Spatial verbs: move, put, stand, lie, be-at, …

Secondly, verbs in sign languages express agreement with their arguments
directly in the signing space by path movement and/or orientation of the
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hands (i.e. palm orientation or orientation of the fingertips, cf. Meir 1998).
With the DGS verb give in (4a), path movement begins at x, the R-locus
associated with the discourse referent of the subject, and ends at y, the R-
locus associated with the discourse referent associated with the object. By
contrast, the DGS verb influence does not only express agreement by path
movement but also by orientation of the hands. In (4b) the fingertips are
oriented towards the location associated with the object, i.e. y.

(4) a. XgiveY
‘to give something to someone’

b. XinfluenceY
‘to influence someone’

The examples in (4) also illustrate another property of agreement in sign
languages: Verbs in DGS do not only agree with the subject (first argument)
but also with the object (second argument). Subject and object agreement
is the standard case not only in DGS but also in many different unrelated
sign languages.

A fourth important property of agreement in sign languages is that it
affects directly the phonological form of the verb. Agreement is expressed
through the manipulation or specification of the two phonological features
hand orientation and path movement of the corresponding agreement verb.
Consequently, phonological properties of the verb may block the overt re-
alization of agreement. This is the case with plain verbs: Agreement with
subject and object is prohibited because hand orientation and the begin-
ning and endpoint of path movement are lexically specified. Consider, for
instance, the plain verb like in example (1) above. Path movement always
involves a downward movement of the dominant hand in front of the signers
chest. Therefore, this movement cannot be modified and adapted to the
R-loci that subject and object are linked to. Even with agreement verbs,
agreement may sometimes be blocked by phonological constraints. In some
varieties of DGS, verbs like trust only agree with first person subjects and
non-first person objects because the beginning of the path movement is lex-
ically specified (i.e. the forehead of the signer). In other varieties of DGS,
however, the verb trust also inflects with non-first person subjects and first
person objects, which means that it has already been developed into a full
subject-object agreement verb. In these varieties, the inflected form in (5b)
would be grammatical.

(5) a. 1trust2
‘I trust you.’

b. *2trust1
‘You trust me.’
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A fifth unique property of sign language agreement, which is highly rel-
evant for each analysis, is the distinction between two different kinds of
agreement verbs: regular and backwards agreement verbs. Regular agree-
ment verbs follow the pattern described above. The path movement starts
at the R-locus associated with the subject and ends at the R-locus of the
object. By contrast, backwards agreement verbs such as invite in (6) below
show the reverse pattern. The path movement begins at the position of the
object and ends at the position of the subject. Interestingly, the hand is al-
ways oriented towards the object, even with backwards agreement verbs. We
will see that the general distinction between regular and backwards agree-
ment verbs (i.e. the difference in movement direction) can be derived from
thematic restrictions discussed in Meir (1998, 2002). By contrast, the spec-
ification of the hand orientation follows from syntactic restrictions on the
comps list.

(6) 2invite1
‘I invite you.’

The following figure 3 gives an overview of the agreement picture de-
scribed in this section. Note that these modality-specific properties of agree-
ment in sign languages and the specific verb classes follow from the spatial
nature (path movement and orientation) of sign language agreement and
its gestural origins (transfer of an entity). This does, however, not mean
that sign language agreement is not part of the linguistic system (for a more
detailed discussion, cf. Salzmann et al. 2018).

Verbs

Plain Verbs

like, know, wait, think

Agreement Verbs

Regular
Agreement Verbs

xhelpy, xgivey

Backwards
Agreement Verbs

yinvitex, ypick upx

Figure 3: Verb classes in German Sign Language
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3 Agreement auxiliaries
In the previous section, we have shown that plain verbs such as like in exam-
ple (1) cannot be inflected for agreement. Interestingly, many sign languages
have developed various grammatical means to overcome the agreement gap
caused by plain verbs. These sign languages make either use of a specific
class of auxiliaries (so-called agreement auxiliaries) or they use non-manual
markers such as eye gaze and head tilt to express the agreement relations
with plain verbs (Steinbach & Pfau 2007; Sapountzaki 2012; Neidle et al.
2000; Thompson et al. 2006).

In the following, we only focus on agreement auxiliaries since DGS be-
longs to the group of sign languages that make use of manual agreement
markers. Like agreement verbs, agreement auxiliaries express subject and
object agreement by means of path movement and hand orientation. Agree-
ment auxiliaries in sign languages differ from typical spoken language aux-
iliaries in that they are not used to mark tense, aspect, modality, or voice
(so-called TAM auxiliaries) but ‘‘only” to mark agreement with the subject
and the object. Genuine agreement auxiliaries seem to be rare in spoken lan-
guages. The German auxiliary tun (‘to do’) in (7a), which is frequently used
in colloquial variants of German and in many German dialects, might be an
exception to this generalization. Unlike other auxiliaries in German, tun is
not a TAM marker, it is not restricted to certain semantic contexts (the cor-
responding sentence without tun in example (7b) is functionally identical to
its counterpart in (7a)) and its use seems to be functionally very similar to
agreement auxiliaries in sign languages (Erb 2001; Steinbach & Pfau 2007).

(7) a. Sie
She

tu-t
do-3.sg

ein
a

Buch
book

les-en.
read-inf

b. Sie
She

lies-t
read-3.sg

ein
a

Buch.
book

‘She is reading a book.’

The auxiliary tun seems to be some kind of dummy auxiliary that is only
used to express morphosyntactic features such as present and past tense
and agreement. Note that these features can always be optionally expressed
by the main verb as illustrated in (7b). Hence, tun resembles the DGS
agreement auxiliary, the Person Agreement Marker pam (cf. Rathmann
2003; Steinbach & Pfau 2007).

The source of the DGS agreement auxiliary pam is the noun person as
demonstrated by figure 4. Contrary to pam, person does not exhibit a di-
rectional movement but only a simple downward movement. The agreement
auxiliary pam, however, expresses the agreement relation by a manipulation
of the phonological features path movement and hand orientation and be-
haves in this respect just like regular agreement verbs.
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Figure 4: From noun to auxiliary in DGS

pam can be used with plain verbs as in (8a), with adjectival predicates
as in (8b), and with verbs like trust, which cannot be inflected for non-first
person subject agreement and first person object agreement as in (8c).

(8) a. mother index3a neighbor new index3b like 3apam3b
‘(My) mother likes the new neighbor.’

b. index1 poss1 brother index3a proud 1pam3a
‘I am proud of my brother.’

c. index2 trust 2pam1
‘You trust me.’

Note that there seems to be some variation in the syntactic position
of pam. In Southern German variants, pam is preferably inserted in pre-
verbal position (even before the object) as can be seen in (9), whereas in
most variants of DGS, pam is usually inserted in post-verbal position as
illustrated in example in (8a) above (Rathmann 2003; Macht 2016; Macht
& Steinbach, to appear). In example (9), ‘h-a-n-s3a’ means that the name
‘Hans’ is fingerspelled at the location 3a, i.e. fingerspelled names can be
directly linked to R-loci.

(9) h-a-n-s3a 3apam3b m-a-r-i-e3b like
‘Hans likes Maria.’

Interestingly, pam can also be combined with uninflected agreement
verbs. Although this combination seems to be less acceptable than the
version with inflected agreement verb without pam, it reveals interesting in-
signts in the inflectional pattern of pam. With uninflected backwards verbs
like invite in (10), pam does not follow the inflectional pattern of the back-
wards verb but moves from the position of the subject to the position of the
object, i.e. even in the context of backwards agreement verbs, pam inflects
like a regular agreement verb. Hence, the semantically empty agreement
auxiliary pam generally expresses agreement with subject and object, no
matter of the thematic structure of the corresponding main verb.
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(10) index3a index3b invite 3apam3b
‘S/he invites him/her.’

Consequently, pam is not subject to any semantic restriction and can be
used with all kinds of plain verbs.

(11) DGS plain verbs that express agreement by means of pam:
be-proud, be-angry, know, like, trust, wait, be-interested-
in, laugh, …

Note finally that pam can also be productively used to extend the ar-
gument structure of the main verb. Since pam is a transitive agreement
marker, it can be used as a transitivizer in DGS.

(12) a. index1 laugh 1pam2
‘I laugh at you.’

b. index1 letter write 1pam2
‘I write a letter to you.’

4 A lexical analysis of agreement in HPSG
The specific phonological and semantic properties of the three different verb
classes discussed in the previous section and the interaction between their
formal (phonological and syntactic) and semantic (thematic) properties call
for a constraint-based lexical treatment of verbal agreement in sign language.
Such an approach not only enables the formulation of cross-modular restric-
tions within grammar but also allows for a direct relation of phonological
and argument structural information within a sign. In particular, the the-
matic conditions and the interaction with phonological features highlighted
in the previous section can explicitely be stated in the lexical entry of a
verb. Such an approach perfectly meets with the insights formulated in the
thematic approach in Meir (1998, 2002) and the HPSG account sketched in
Cormier et al. (1999). In this section, we build on these two approaches and
develop an HPSG analysis of (regular and backwards) agreement and plain
verbs on the one hand and the agreement auxiliar pam on the other.

4.1 Basic assumptions for lexical signs
A lexical item in sign language structurally differs from a lexical sign in spo-
ken language as it includes a description of the manual phonology, which
consists of a particular handshape, a location, a movement, and a hand
orientation as well as a description of the non-manual phonology (whose
lexical aspects we mainly ignore in the following). Thus, the phonological
component of a sign language is much more complex than the correspond-
ing phonological component of a spoken language. This has its reflex in
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the structure of the phon value. Following Safar & Marshall (2004), we as-
sume that phon represents relevant aspects of non-manual phonology such
as the face, especially the brows, and the mouthing as well as comprises
fine-grained information about the hand(s) with respect to shape, orienta-
tion and movement. A partial description of phon adapted from Safar &
Marshall (2004) is given in (13). The most important part for our analysis
of agreement is, of course, the manual features movement and orientation.
Movement of the hand(s) is defined by two positions in the signing space
which mark the beginning and the end point of the movement. Orientation
is defined by palm and finger orientation.

(13)


phon



face|brow brow

manual



handshape handshape

orientation
[
palm palm
finger|index|loc locus

]

movement
⟨[

begin|index|loc locus
end|index|loc locus

]⟩


mouth|picture picture




As discussed in the previous sections discourse referents (and thus in-

dices) in sign languages are linked to R-loci in the signing space. In order
to represent these R-loci, we have to redefine the index value as is also
illustrated in (13). To account for the differences between spoken and sign
languages with respect to their index values we suggest to define two new
subtypes of the type index, called categorial_index and positional_index
as is depicted in (14). This accounts for our general assumption that the
type index can be thought of as an HPSG analog of a reference marker in
Discourse Representation Theory (cf. Kamp & Reyle 1993).

(14) a.

index


categorial_index
person person
number number
gender gender




b.

index
[
positional_index
locus locus

]
The index value of type categorial_index is exploited for spoken lan-

guages and represents the usual morpho-syntactic features like person, num-
ber and gender. However, for sign languages, we follow Cormier et al. (1999)
in stipulating a positional_index which refers to specific loci in the signing
space. These are represented by a locus value. For the locus feature
a type locus is appropriate which is further partioned into the subtypes
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speaker, addressee and other, where other subsumes a set of variables, i, j,
k, etc., representing possible indices.

Next, we come back to the observations concerning agreement in sign
languages discussed in the previous section. We will develop an analysis
that accounts for the two basic verb classes in DGS, i.e. agreement verbs as
well as plain verbs.

4.2 Agreement verbs
We follow Meir (1998, 2002) in the distinction between two kinds of agree-
ment in sign language, (i) thematic agreement, and (ii) syntactic agreement,
as formulated in the Agreement Morphology Principles (AMP). Below, we
implement the AMP directly into our HPSG analysis to take up the general-
ization that thematic agreement marks the direction of the path movement
(see 15a) whereas syntactic agreement is responsible for the orientation of
the hand(s) (see 15b).

(15) Agreement Morphology Principles (AMPs):
a. The direction of the path movement of agreement verbs is from

source to goal [...]
b. The facing of the hand(s) is towards the object of the verb.

The Agreement Morphology Principles account for both, regular and
backwards verbs, which share the facing of the hands but differ in the di-
rection of the path movement. According to (15a), the direction of the path
movement is controlled by the thematic roles source and goal which could
be mapped on the arguments of from and to in Jackendoff’s (1990) com-
ponential analysis. The facing of the hands, on the other hand, is controlled
by the indirect object which is comparable with the dative object in spoken
language.

To account for the agreement facts of DGS and to model Meir’s prin-
ciples in a constraint-based way, we develop a type-based representation
of the existing classes of agreement verbs. In a first step genuine agree-
ment verbs are distinguished from plain verbs by stipulating two verbal
subtypes, called plain_verb and agr(eement)_verb respectively. Secondly,
the type agreement_verb is further partitioned by two subtypes which are
called reg(ular)_agreement_verb and back(wards)_agreement_verb in ac-
cordance with the analysis of Cormier et al. (1999). Additionally, there is
a transitive and ditransitive variant of both subtypes. This is illustrated by
the resulting signature in figure 5.

With this type hierarchy at hand, we can now define appropriate lexical
constraints that restrict verbal agreement with respect to a certain verbal
class.

Based on the usual HPSG practice to model agreement as structure-
sharing between index values, we analyze syntactic agreement in DGS by
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verb

plain_verb agr_verb

reg_agr_verb

reg_agr_trans_verb reg_agr_ditrans_verb

back_agr_verb

back_agr_trans_verb back_agr_ditrans_verb

Figure 5: Partition of type verb

manipulating the orientation value of manual and structure-sharing its
index value with the index value of the indirect object on the comps-
list of the respective verb. This accounts for Meir’s definition of syntactic
agreement in (15b), where the facing of the hands is syntactically controlled
by the respective object in the argument structure. (16) shows the partial
description of the phon value that we assume for all verbs of type agree-
ment_verb in the lexicon. The analysis is built on the analysis developed in
Safar & Marshall (2004).

(16)



agreement_verb

phon|manual


orient|finger|index 1 locus

movement ⟨
[
begin|index locus
end|index locus

]
⟩


synsem|loc|cat|comps < ..., NP 1 , ... >


To implement Meir’s first clause of the Agreement Morphology Prin-

ciples, which expresses her observation on thematic agreement, we add a
relation of type transfer to the content value for all verbs of type agree-
ment_verb. This relation comes with three arguments: source, goal and
soa. Our implementation of thematic agreement relies on the manipulation
of the movement value: the begin value of movement is identified with
the source value of the transfer relation and the end value with goal value
of the same relation. This accounts for agreement as path movement in sign
language.
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(17)



agreement_verb

phon|manual

movement ⟨
[
begin|index 2

end|index 1

]
⟩



synsem|local

cont


relation transfer
source 2

goal 1

soa qfpsoa





Note that the semantics of any agreement verb is introduced by the soa

value of the transfer relation. This is necessary to prevent the prediction of
a semantic hierarchy in which all semantic relations that are expressed by
agreement verbs are at the same time subcases of a general transfer relation.
Cognitively, this might be correct but in this paper, we do not argue for such
a strong assumption and our analysis does not hinge on it.

The main difference between regular and backwards agreement verbs
basically concerns the direction of the path movement which is mediated
by the argument structural properties of the respective verbs. Following
Meir’s insights on thematic agreement, we assume that the path movement
begins at the position of the subject (source) and ends at the position of
the object (goal) in case of regular agreement verbs. By contrast, with
backwards agreement verbs, path movement works the other way around.
In this case, the movement starts at the position of the object (goal) and
ends at the position of the subject (source). Again, this is realized as
structure-sharing of positional index values as can be seen in (18) and (19)
respectively.

(18)



regular_agreement_verb

synsem|local



cat
[
subj <NP 2 >

comps <...,NP 1 , ... >

]

cont


relation transfer
source 2

goal 1

soa qfpsoa
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(19)



backwards_agreement_verb

synsem|local



cat
[
subj <NP 2 >

comps <...,NP 1 , ... >

]

cont


relation transfer
source 1

goal 2

soa qfsoa






The only difference between the restrictions of both verb classes con-

sists in the assignment of the indices. With regular agreement verbs the
object is identified with the goal of the transfer relation, whereas with back-
wards agreement verbs, the subject is identified with the goal of the transfer
relation. This is illustrated by the following structures. The full lexical spec-
ifications of the transitive regular agreement verb help and the ditransitive
regular agreement verb give are depicted in (20) and (21). By contrast, (22)
exemplifies the reverse specification of the transfer relation for the backwards
agreement verb invite.

(20)



regular_agreement_trans_verb

phon|manual


orient|finger|index 1

movement ⟨
[
begin|index 2

end|index 1

]
⟩



synsem|local



cat
[
subj < NP 2 >

comps < NP 1 >

]

cont



relation transfer
source 2

goal 1

soa

help_rel
helper 2

helpee 1
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(21)



regular_agreement_ditrans_verb

phon|manual


orient|finger|index 1

movement ⟨
[
begin|index 2

end|index 1

]
⟩



synsem|local



cat
[
subj <NP 2 >

comps <_, NP 1 >

]

cont



relation transfer
source 2

goal 1

soa


give_rel
giver 2

gift 3

givee 1









(22)



backwards_agreement_trans_verb

phon|manual


orient|finger|index 1

movement ⟨
[
begin|index 1

end|index 2

]
⟩



synsem|local



cat
[
subj < NP 2 >

comps < NP 1 >

]

cont



relation transfer
source 1

goal 2

soa

invite_rel
inviter 2

invitee 1








4.3 Plain verbs
Recall that in the case of plain verbs such as know and like, phonolog-
ical properties of the verb block the overt realization of agreement. This
means that agreement with subject and object is prohibited because the be-
ginning and endpoint of path movement and hand orientation are already
lexically specified. As is illustrated in (23) the respective locus values are
instantiated by fixed values (i.e. lexically specified loci in the signing space)
expressed by the variables i, j and k representing indexical reference points.
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(23)



plain_verb

phon|manual


orient|finger|index|loc k

movement ⟨
[
begin|index|loc i
end|index|loc j

]
⟩


synsem|local|cat

head verb
subj nelist
comps nelist




As discussed above, sign languages have developed different means to

overcome the agreement gap caused by plain verbs. DGS, for instance,
makes use of the agreement auxiliary pam, which, just like regular agree-
ment verbs, marks agreement manually by means of hand orientation and
path movement. Therefore, pam insertion is a practicable option to ex-
press agreement overtly with plain verbs. Since the relevant phonological
features orientation and movement are already lexically specified with
plain verbs and hence not available for agreement inflection, pam can be
used to agree with the subject and object of the plain verb and realize the
corresponding features overtly.

In principle, there are different HPSG analyses available that have been
proposed to account for several kinds of auxiliaries in spoken language and
could be used to account for pam. One option is a lexical analysis of aux-
iliaries as proposed by Ackerman & Webelhuth (1998). Following this ac-
count, pam would be added to the lexical entry of a plain verb. An alter-
native option would be that pam is subcategorized for a plain verb, and
attracts all relevant arguments which are necessary to express agreement
from this verb. This analysis accommodates the construction of verbal clus-
ters in German by argument composition (cf. Hinrichs & Nakazawa 1989,
1994; Müller 2007). It ensures that the agreement auxiliary pam may ex-
ploit path movement and hand orientation to express subject and object
agreement. Hence, pam does not differ from regular agreement verbs in this
respect. Nevertheless, pam acts as a syntactic marker only as it makes no
use of the transfer relation as defined for regular and backwards agreement
verbs.

The partial description in (24) gives the lexical specification of pam. It
depicts that pam selects a verb of type plain_verb and attracts all arguments
of this verb, which comprises the subject marked by tag [3] and the whole
comps list marked by tag [4]. Since the indices of the plain verb’s subject
and object are structure shared with the beginning and the end point of the
movement feature of pam, agreement is expressed purely syntactically.
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(24)



personal_agreement_marker

phon|man


orient|finger|index 2

movement ⟨
[
begin|index 1

end|index 2

]
⟩



ss|loc

cat

head verb
subj 3

comps 4 ⊕⟨V[plain, subj 3<NP 1 >, comps 4<…,NP 2 ,…> ]⟩





In order to account for the variation in the positioning of pam mentioned

above, lexical precedence rules are needed that regulate whether pam has
to be positioned pre- or postverbally. In cases where pam is used to ex-
tend the argument structure of the selected verb, an analysis is conceivable
that adds an argument to the comps list of pam in dependence of a feat-
ural specification that marks that the corresponding main verb is one that
qualifies in principle for argument structural extensions. Alternatively, one
might argue that the comps list of pam is inherently specified for an object,
which is then added to the comps list of a one-place main verb and triggers
a corresponding transitive interpretation.

5 Conclusion
In sum, the HPSG analysis of agreement in DGS developed in this paper
illustrates that a constraint-based lexical approach offers an elegant account
of the modality-specific properties of sign language agreement. In partic-
ular, the interdependence of phonological, syntactic, and semantic prop-
erties of the verb and the simultaneous realization of agreement can be
implemented in a straightforward way using cross-modular constraints on
syntactic and thematic agreement in DGS. Moreover, we can account for
agreement in DGS without assuming additional morphosyntactic features
or specific agreement morphemes since the agreement principles directly op-
erate on phonological locus features of the verb and its arguments. Finally,
our analysis correctly predicts the distribution of the agreement auxiliary
pam in DGS.
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